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Abstract—Collective Detection (CD) is an interesting technique
for acquiring highly attenuated satellites signals in harsh
environment. The idea of this approach is to process all signals in
view collectively to take advantage of the spatial correlation
between GNSS signals as vector acquisition. In this way, the
acquisition of weak signals will be facilitated by the presence of
stronger ones. Increasing the coherent integration time for
acquisition of weak GNSS signals in challenging environments is
limited by several sources which can increase the Doppler shift.
In this study, we propose a new methodology for acquisition
processing within the Collective Detection approach. The standard
CD performs a coarse estimation of the user position in the
position domain using a collective metric combining individual
satellites correlations computed separately using the standard Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) for parallel code search acquisition. In
the proposed algorithm, we compute the Collective Detection
metrics in function of both the code phase and the Doppler
frequency for all visible satellites by applying an efficient
technique to estimate the Doppler frequency. The new approach
consists of applying the Spectral Peak Location (SPL) deltacorrection technique within the CD algorithm using the Bidimensional Parallel Search (BPS) acquisition method. The
proposed acquisition method allows improving the accuracy of the
Doppler estimation through FFT, and therefore enhancing the
correlation energy. The application of this proposition is tested
and validated with real GPS signals to illustrate the increased
sensitivity and the reduced complexity.
Keywords—collective detection; Doppler frequency estimation;
innovative acquisition method; weak GNSS signal.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the growing interest in positioning and navigation in
challenging environments like urban and indoors, the
development of techniques for weak GNSS signal acquisition
and tracking is on the rise. Received satellite signals can be
attenuated in urban area with tall buildings, indoors, in forested
area, in many suburban neighborhoods, and can be affected by
several sources as multipath problems, masking, interferences
and jamming. The receiver then provides a position often
affected by an error of several tens of meters, or can even not be
able to compute its position. In such environments, acquisition
of weak satellite signals requires advanced signal processing
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techniques in order to be detectable. High sensitivity acquisition
techniques have been developed for these degraded situations
using longer integration times. In fact, increasing the coherent
integration time is the most efficient solution for weak GNSS
signals [1-2]. However, the integration time is limited by the
navigation data bit transition and requires advanced techniques
in order to overcome this problem.
A better approach in challenging environment is to process
all visible satellite signals collectively to take the benefits of the
spatial correlation between these GNSS signals, which are
jointly processed to obtain the user position. Collective
Detection collects all signals in a given environment, combines
correlations from multiple satellites prior to detection in a directto-navigation solution algorithm without performing acquisition
and tracking tasks separately. It is absolutely the opposite of a
standard GNSS receiver that detects sequentially one by one the
visible satellites, performs the estimation of the signal during
tracking level and generates measurements in order to compute
the position. When there are less than four satellites that can be
detected individually, the CD has still the ability to provide a
coarse positioning solution with attenuated signals in degraded
environment. Collective Detection can be seen both as a highsensitivity and a direct positioning method because it provides a
coarse estimation of the user position using direct navigation
solution. In the CD, the code phase search for all satellites in
view is mapped into a receiver position-clock bias grid and the
satellite signals are acquired collectively [3-6].
Collective Detection is an Assisted-GNSS (A-GNSS)
technique for direct positioning in which all the information
from visible satellites is combined to enable rapid acquisition.
A-GNSS technique provides information on satellite position
and clocks via a communication link; it can be used to eliminate
the requirement for GNSS data recovery and enhancing the
receiver’s capacity to increase integration period [7-8].
The trade-off between complexity and sensitivity is critical
in satellite signals acquisition. It is always a big challenge to
achieve a compromise between these two performance metrics
because of the uncertainty in both code phase and Doppler
frequency search grid dimensions. In fact, during acquisition
process, a coarse search grid in either code phase or Doppler
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frequency dimension may cause missing some weak signals,
whereas having a finer grid search involves a high
computational load. The search grid resolution directly affects
the overall detection performance and the computation load can
increase significantly with the number of search bins
combinations. Similarly, the CD techniques are computationally
intensive because of the important number of candidate points
that implies limited practical application. An FFT method is
always used in order to accelerate the acquisition of GNSS
signals because it allows search parallelization in either
dimension [9-10].
Some works have treated the reduction of the complexity of
the CD. For example, [11] has proposed a new method for
reducing the complexity without compromising the sensitivity
of the CD by hybridizing the standard correlation with the CD
in a multi-stage method. Similarly, [12] looks at the limitations
of CD and has proposed a fast and more efficient method as
Accelerated Collective Detection in order to mitigate the large
computational burden required by the traditional CD scheme.
This approach allows the estimation of coarse-time error as a
fifth-unknown in the navigation solution and can considerably
reduce the clock-bias search space.
In this paper, we are exploiting the frequency estimation
method developed in [13] in order to estimate the Doppler
frequency within the acquisition process in CD approach. The
proposed acquisition method, adapted from signal processing
studies, allows improving the accuracy of the Doppler
estimation through FFT. This approach aims to apply the
spectral peak location delta-correction technique in the
acquisition of degraded satellite signals within the CD
algorithm. The new method for GNSS signal acquisition
approach consists to determine a fine estimate of the spectral
peak location located at the cyclic frequency. Likewise, it has
been shown in [14] and [15] that it is possible to enhance the
receiver’s sensitivity by using the frequency offset correction to
compensate for the Doppler shift during the correlation process.
The acquisition method proposed in [14] aimed to improve the
performance of computationally efficient GNSS acquisition in
the presence of unknown Doppler shifts. This method is based
on the signal processing technique developed in [13]. Similarly,
[15] proposed a new frequency offset correction loop
architecture to compensate the Doppler of each sample of the
input signal while using the estimated frequency offset during
the previous coherent integrations in a feedback scheme in order
to extend the coherent integration period. Still regarding this
problem, two innovative techniques are proposed in [16] in order
to further increase the accuracy of the frequency estimate as the
FFT zero forcing and the double FFT (DFFT) method. The
proposed methods are focused on reducing the complexity and
the computational load of the estimation algorithm.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the Collective Detection principles and also the
motivation of this work. Then, Section III describes the
acquisition process in standard CD approach and the proposed
algorithm. We show in Section IV the performance analysis of
the proposed CD algorithm with tests using real GPS signal.
Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion about the
overall contribution and the remaining issues of this work.

II. COLLECTIVE DETECTION
A. Description of Collective Detection
Collective Detection collects all signals in a given
environment, combines correlations from multiple satellites
prior to detection in a direct-to-navigation solution algorithm
without performing acquisition and tracking tasks separately.
In the CD approach, to compute its position in degraded
situation, a GNSS receiver requires some external information
from a reference station (Base Station - BS) or a server (via
wireless network). The direct positioning search is performed in
the position/clock bias domain in which each candidate point
(potential position and clock bias) coordinate is mapped to the
code delay and Doppler space for each satellite in view. Fig. 1
shows the mapping of the signal code delay to the position/clock
bias domain of the Mobile Station (MS) w.r.t the pseudorange
measurements provided by the BS,
, . There are three search
dimensions for position (∆ , ∆ , ∆ ) and a fourth dimension
for the clock-bias ∆ .
For the satellite , if the pseudorange at the center of the
search space is
, (pseudorange seen by the BS), then the
range-offset at a location separated by (∆ , ∆ , ∆ , ∆ ) from
the BS is expressed in terms of the position and the clock bias:
∆

(∆ , ∆ , ∆ , ∆ ) = − cos(
− sin(
+ sin(
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is the azimuth of the satellite
and
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where
elevation of the satellite as seen by the BS. The term . ∆
represents the pseudorange variation due to the clock bias of the
MS, and being the speed of light.
Then, the pseudorange can be converted to an equivalent
code phase as:
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where is the estimated code phase for the satellite ,
is
the signal spreading code period (i.e. 1 ms for GPS L1 C/A
is the number of code chips per period, and
code),
[. ] ∙
represents the modulo ∙
operation.

Fig. 1. Projection to position/clock bias domain in Collective Detection of each
satellite
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Then, the individual detection metric, i.e. the correlator
value, corresponding to this satellite for these 4D coordinates
can thus be effectively projected from code phase domain to the
position/clock bias domain and calculated by:
=

( )

(3)

where ( ) corresponds to the correlation output at the code
phase
for the satellite . For all visible satellites, the
individual detection metrics obtained for the 4D hypothetical
are then summed in order to
coordinates Δ , Δ , Δ , Δ
obtain a single Collective Detection metric as:
Δ ,Δ ,Δ

,Δ

=

(4)

The benefit of the application of the Collective Detection
approach is shown in (3) and (4). In fact, weak signals may not
be detectable in conventional receivers with only individual
correlation given by (3). Nevertheless, according to (4), the
accumulation of all individual correlation values for each
visible satellite can increase the receiver sensitivity. In (4), the
summation operator represents the term “Collective” in the
Collective Detection.
So, the implementation of the Collective Detection
algorithm can be described as follows [11][17]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

establish an appropriate search space of range and
position/clock bias uncertainty for the MS w.r.t the BS
and define a grid to overlay this uncertainty;
for all visible satellites, compute the estimated code
delay corresponding to each of the 4D candidate point
in the position-time search grid;
perform the correlation between the incoming signal
and the signal locally generated for all visible satellites
using the estimated code delay;
sum non-coherently the correlation values that
correspond to the estimated code delay of each
satellite;
perform an iterative refinement of the search grid’s
resolution in order to reduce successively the
uncertainty range in both domains with each execution
of the algorithm;
determine the MS position/clock bias estimate based
on the results obtained in step 4, this value corresponds
to the largest power.

Fig. 2 describes the function block diagram of the Collective
Detection application which is composed mainly of two
components, the satellites detection (acquisition) and the
position estimation part. According to the six steps of the CD
principle, the method proposed in this paper is applied in the step
3 i.e. within the correlation step.
First the acquisition process is required to detect all satellites
in view. The acquisition grid represents a discretization of twodimension search space of the code delay and the Doppler
frequency.

Fig. 2. Collective Detection block diagram: inputs and outputs

Then, the correlation method defines the process in which
two-dimensional search grid is scanned in order to get the target
,
values. In fact, the objective is to find the
set of
,
that are the closest to the incoming signal
parameters
ones. The state of the art in acquisition shows that there are four
main correlation methods: the Serial or Sequential Search (SS),
the Parallel Frequency Search (PFS), the Parallel Code Search
(PCS) and Bi-dimensional Parallel Search (BPS) [10]. The
parallelization concept is performed using FFT. The PFS
scheme allows the reduction of the number of operations
required to ( ) and the PCS reduces the number of
∙ log
). The PCS acquisition method
operations to (
which is used in most recent CD algorithms is shown in Fig. 3.
B. Acquisition Process in Collective Detection
The traditional correlation processing of an incoming GNSS
signal can be represented as:
,

=

[

]∙ [

−

]∙

(5)

,
represents the coherent integration output for
where
and
represent the search cell under test,
the satellite ,
[∙] represents the spreading code for the satellite ,
represents the sampling period, and represents the number of
samples of the input signal [∙] to be coherently processed.
The input signal is defined as:
[
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Fig. 3. Parallel Code Search acquisition method: used in CD process
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and
where Κ represents the set of satellites in view,
represent respectively the true code phase and the frequency of
the signal from satellite , [∙] is the navigation data included
in the signal, and [∙] represents the AWGN noise component.
The approach proposed by Axelrad et al. in [4], named as
Colorado’s approach, is used as reference approach in this
paper. The correlation method used in this reference approach
is the PCS developed in [19].
Alternatively, the BPS acquisition method presents a great
optimization because it allows simultaneous parallel search in
both dimensions (code and frequency). As described in [20], the
BPS correlation method is defined as:
,

= IFFT FLIP FFT

∙ SHIFT FFT

(7)

where represents the local code replica, is the incoming
signal, FLIP is a function inverting that inverts the last index
into the first place, and SHIFT is a function performing an index
shift according to the index
of the candidate Doppler
frequency. Pany and Akopian have demonstrated in [20] and
[21] that the BPS correlation method is able to effectively
reduce the number of computations to a minimum of ( ) by
eliminating redundant calculations and taking advantage of the
FFT properties. In fact, the frequency step depends on the
integration time used. In general this step is so large and it is
not good for high sensitivity.
III. INNOVATIVE ACQUISITION IN COLLECTIVE DETECTION
Increasing the coherent integration time has proved to be the
best solution to get the signal out of the noise for weak GNSS
signals [1-2]. However, this process is limited by several
challenges, such as the possible data bit transitions every 20ms
for GPS L1 C/A. Knowing that the Doppler shift increases with
the coherent integration time, its inaccurate estimate may
severely reduce the correlation power. So, it prevents the
detection of the weak GNSS signals. In this study, the BPS has
been used for acquisition, with 1 ms and 10 ms of coherent
integration time to increase the sensitivity of the receiver. The
ability to properly estimate the Doppler offset allows for having
a sensitivity gain and reduces the complexity of the algorithm
because of the reduction of the frequency uncertainty area.
A. Proposed architecture
Note that the main sources of performance degradation of the
GNSS acquisition are the uncertainty on the acquisition grid cell,
the non-compensation of the code Doppler and the presence of
bit sign transition (data bit transition on the data component and
secondary code bit transition on the pilot component for the
modernized GNSS signals). In this work, the choice of the
Doppler search grid value and the effect of code Doppler are
considered more closely. In fact, the acquisition grid is defined
by a number of cells implying residual estimation errors due to
the cell width. A better way to estimate the Doppler frequency
within the CD approach is carried out in the architecture
proposed in Fig. 4. The BPS acquisition method is used because
of its ability to reduce effectively the number of computations
by performing simultaneous parallel search in code and Doppler.

The Doppler frequency does not change a lot during
acquisition process in the case of low dynamics or short
integration times. An integration length of 1 ms (1023 chips)
requires a residual frequency of less than 500 Hz and for a
coherent integration of 20 ms the residual frequency must be less
than 25 Hz. So if the integration time is very long the problem is
more serious (more computation burden), nevertheless it is the
best way to enhance the acquisition sensitivity. For example, a
correlator-based fast multi-satellite maximum likelihood
acquisition provides higher sensitivity for weak signals [22].
Table I shows the Doppler shift experienced by a typical
GNSS receiver due to the major contributing sources [23].
B. Proposed approach
If ∆ is the uncertainty width in the frequency search space
and ∆ is the uncertainty width in the code delay search space
width, considering the satellite ∈ Κ and assuming that the sign
of the navigation data bit does not change throughout the
coherent integration time, then the correlation output can be
approximated as:
,

=

∙

∙ (∆ ) ∙ sinc ∆

∙

+

(8)

where (∆ ) is the autocorrelation function of the signal
spreading code evaluated at the code phase offset ∆ (∆ =
− ), ∆
is the offset between the true and candidate
=
−
),
is the coherent
carrier frequencies (∆
integration time and is the resulting noise component.
The search grid resolution is established by considering the
code phase and frequency offsets on the correlation process. So,
TABLE I.

MAIN FREQUENCY OFFSET SOURCES FOR GNSS RECEIVERS
Source

Value (Hz)

Satellite motion

± 4880

Uncompensated user motion

± 190

Oscillator deviation (± 0.28 ppm)

± 440

Total

± 5510

Fig. 4. Proposed Collective Acquisition using innovative Doppler estimation
technique
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the grid resolution for the code is expressed as:
=

ΔΣ

=

(9)

where ΔΣ represents the code phase uncertainty dimension,
is the number of search bins and usually equals to the number
of samples per code , and
represents the length of the
code in chips.
On the other hand, the setting of the grid resolution for the
frequency dimension is concerned by a design trade-off
between sensitivity and complexity. In fact, the performance in
term of sensitivity because of the maximum tolerable loss and
complexity because of the number of search bins to be tested
have to be analyzed. So, the resolution of the FFT search grid
is expressed as:
=

=

1

1

=

(10)

where represents the signal sampling frequency and is the
length of the data. Note that the maximum frequency offset is
half the spacing between cells, so the maximum frequency
estimation error is:
Δ

=

,

=

2

1

(11)

2

Based on the functions (∙) and sinc(∙) in (8), the gain of
the coherent processing is expressed as:
= 10 log ( ) −
∆

= 10 log [ (∆ )],

∆

∆

= 10 log
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∆
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(
+ 1) − (
− 1)
)− (
− 1) − (
+ 1)

2 (

(15)

The capacity of the SPL algorithm to improve the FFT
frequency estimation accuracy has been demonstrated in [14]
by using a 1 ms-long GPS C/A signal with a 500 Hz Doppler
offset, corresponding to the middle between two consecutive
FFT bins (1 kHz).
SPL algorithm can be used in order to improve the detection
capabilities of the BPS acquisition methods. Two ways can be
employed if SPL algorithms are used: 1) if the detection is
achieved, do refinement of the frequency estimation; or 2) if
detection is not achieved, execute acquisition process with the
fine frequency. In the second case, the serial correlation chain
is used to perform the posterior acquisition attempt with the fine
frequency, in which the code phase
and the delta-corrected
corresponding to the peak location which
frequency
produced the highest output in the initial execution is
employed. The delta-corrected frequency is expressed as:
=

+

(16)

where is the frequency correction term as calculated by
, and obtained by (15).
∙

=

Thus, the new delta-corrected coherent output is defined as:

,

=
,

=

,

=

,

[

]∙ [

−

∙

+

(17)

]∙

∙ (∆ ) ∙ sinc(∆

(

)

)∙

+

(18)

The new individual detection metric is:
,

=

,

(19)

The new CD metric (for all satellites in view) is:
(13)

(

+

Among the existing techniques SPL estimators, the deltacorrection term chosen in this paper is obtained in [13] as:

(12)

If ( ) is the FFT output at index , and
represents the
frequency bin which produces the highest magnitude FFT
, the spectral
output, for a given signal [ ] = ∙
analysis of the three consecutive FFT samples are expressed as:
− 1) =

=

sinc ∆

The BPS correlation method is used in this work because of
its ability to reduce considerably the complexity. However, this
acquisition method presents a high level of frequency loss. So,
in this paper, the technique proposed in order to reduce the FFTderived losses in the coherent processing output is called as
Spectral Peak Location (SPL) algorithms. This technique is
used to better estimate the Doppler frequency. The main idea of
SPL estimators is to have the estimate of the spectral peak
, which is based on three consecutive FFT samples.
index,

(

In order to determine the fine
estimate, a fractional
correction term, , is calculated and added to the
index.
This is why we call it delta-correction technique applied in FFT
can be expressed by:
acquisition. Then,

Δ ,Δ ,Δ

,Δ

=

,

(20)

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To demonstrate the feasibility of this proposal in the
Collective Detection approach, its performance is tested in
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indoor conditions. A series of measurements collected with a
Septentrio PolaRx3e TR Pro receiver was carried out. This
receiver was setup as BS, fixed on the roof of the French
Institute of Aeronautics and Space (ISAE). And a NordNav R30
was used to collect raw data inside the building of the
navigation lab at ISAE wherein the acquisition of the weak
GNSS signals is very difficult. Then, the recorded data were
post-processed to perform the collective detection process. The
horizontal uncertainty range was set to 20 km to reflect a
realistic application scenario.
The simulation parameters used for this test are:
- Sampling frequency: 16367600 Hz
- Intermediate frequency: 4130400 Hz
- Centre frequency of antenna:1575.42 MHz
- 4 bits per sample
- Initial receiver position: 43.565084°, 1.477004°,
205.146 m
An SPL delta-corrected FFT for a middle-bin offset is used
to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm. To better
test the performance of the proposed CD algorithm, the
comparison with Colorado's approach [4] has been carried out
in term of sensitivity, complexity and accuracy.
A. Sensitivity
First, let’s consider a Doppler range of ± 10 kHz and 1ms of
signal observation. The number of samples per code period is
= ∙
= 16368. This is equivalent to the number of code
bins to be searched. So, for each satellite, there are a total of
approximately 1.8E5 cells to be searched.
The first test involves comparing the values at the correlator
output based on the ratio of the maximum peak over the average
of remaining peaks. Fig. 5 shows that the values of the ratio
between the maximum peak and the remaining peaks of the new
algorithm are higher than the ratio value of the reference
approach. The difference between values depends on some
parameters. We can see that the difference of the ratio value is
noticeable for the PRN 7 which is the lowest satellite signal with
37.25 dB-Hz mean / level. This difference shows clearly
the effect of the delta-corrected approach on the improvement of
the detection of satellite signal.
Table II shows the mean / and the mean Doppler offset
for all visible satellites of the collected data. These values are
obtained with the Septentrio PolaRx3e TR Pro as a reference
receiver.
TABLE II.

Fig. 5. Ratio of maximum peak/average of remaining peaks

As seen in Table II, PRN 7 is in a good condition to profit
from the delta-corrected acquisition application. In fact, its mean
Doppler offset is close to a mid-bin frequency value despite its
low power.
The correlation peak corresponding to the SV PRN 22
( /
< 45 dB-Hz) is shown in Fig. 6. This curve shows that
using the proposed algorithm (SPL algorithm with deltacorrected frequency), the receiver is able to get out a good
correlation peak in order to detect the weak satellite signal.
According to the concept of the Collective Detection as a
High-Sensitivity acquisition method, the principal objective of
the collective acquisition is to make use of the stronger signals
to facilitate the acquisition of weaker ones. So, to investigate a
bit more the receiver sensitivity, the probability of detection in
function of / level has to be explored. For this purpose, let’s
consider two different scenarios depending on the number of
detected satellites and their power. Into the two scenarios,
consider four satellites but they differ in their / level:
 Scenario 1: 3 strong satellites (PRN 3, PRN 6, PRN
16) and 1 weak satellite (PRN 7)
 Scenario 2: 2 strong satellites (PRN 3, PRN 18) and 2
weak satellites (PRN 7, PRN 19)
Each scenario is tested with 1000 independent blocks of 1
ms and 10 ms GPS L1 C/A. The increase of the coherent
integration time to 10 ms is carried out in order to increase the
sensitivity of the receiver. Fig. 7a and 7b show respectively the
collective detection sensitive analysis corresponding to the
scenario 1 and scenario 2.

MEAN C/N0 AND MEAN DOPPLER OFFSET FOR ALL
VISIBLE SATELLITES

PRN
3
6
7
16
18
19
21
22
27

Mean C/N0
[dB-Hz]
45.75
46.75
37.25
46.00
43.50
41.25
42.75
44.50
47.25

Mean Doppler
Offset [Hz]
4710
3210
4480
2160
3010
4990
240
4930
3930

Fig. 6. Correlation peak of PRN 22 for the reference and the proposed approach
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the reference approach becomes noticeable from
> 3. To
process all satellites in view (9 satellites), the proposed
approach takes 1600 ms to execute acquisition process of 20
code periods whereas 7000 ms is required for the PCS
acquisition method within the reference approach. These results
show that the application of the SPL delta-corrected FFT
method within the CD approach allows to have a better
performance in terms of complexity without compromising the
sensitivity acquisition.

Fig. 7a. Sensitivity enhancement drawn from the new CD algorithm using the
scenario 1

According to the results obtained in [11] in which the new
scheme proposed presents a considerable reduction of the
complexity compared to the CD algorithm used in [4], Table III
shows the total number of operations between some approaches
using FFT tool in acquisition process. Note that the algorithm
developed in [11] is based on a hybrid scheme correlation and
Collective Detection, in which six visible satellites at 35 dB-Hz
are used in order to analyze the algorithm performance.
We can see that the proposed algorithm has a computational
load 10.17 times lower than the CD algorithm developed in the
reference approach [4], and 14.46 times lower than the FFT
acquisition presented in [20]. On the other hand, the
computation load of the new algorithm is 1.94 times higher than
the hybrid CD algorithm developed in [11] but has a better
improvement in sensitivity.
C. Accuracy

Fig. 7b. Sensitivity enhancement drawn from the new CD algorithm using the
scenario 2

Two clear conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 7a and Fig.
7b. First, if the integration time is longer the probability of
detection increases. Next, for an interval of 1 ms, the application
of the new CD algorithm allows to have a better improvement in
term of sensitivity compared to the result obtained by the
reference approach. Similarly, the proposed approach has a
better probability of detection when using a longer integration
time of 10 ms. However, the sensitivity improvement for 1 ms
and 10 ms signals are not the same, the difference is most
noticeable for an integration time of 1 ms.
B. Complexity
Considering again a Doppler uncertainty of ± 10 kHz and
the frequency resolution is set to be the same for the PCS
acquisition method used in the reference approach and the BPS
acquisition method with SPL delta-corrected FFT used in the
proposed approach as
= / = 1/(
). The
execution time of the reference approach using the PCS method
is much higher compared to the new approach using BPS
acquisition method with SPL delta-corrected FFT. For example,
to process 1 satellite (PRN 3), the reference approach takes 625
ms to perform whole acquisition process for 10 code periods of
GPS L1 C/A signal, whereas the proposed approach treats these
20 code periods for only 150 ms. Likewise, the execution time
of 20 code periods is 2500 ms for the reference approach and
only 500 ms for the proposed approach. The processing time of

To analyze the performance of the new CD algorithm in
terms of accuracy, the comparison of the horizontal positioning
error (HPE) between the proposed CD algorithm and the
reference one has been conducted. In our case, a mask angle of
10 degrees is applied, and the geometric dilution of precision
(GDOP) was around 2.8. Despite this good GDOP, the final
positioning error obtained is on the order of tens of meters.
According to the initial uncertainty of 20 km radial, we can see
that the position uncertainty is greatly decreased. To investigate
in details the accuracy performance, test with simulated 1 ms
GPS L1 C/A signal has been carried out. Table IV presents the
comparison of the horizontal positioning error (95%) between
the proposed CD algorithm and the reference approach.
Satellite geometry (GDOP of 2.4, 10.5 and 18.5) and signal
power (20 dB-Hz and 30 dB-Hz) are varied to investigate the
effect. Results show that we obtain the same performance in
term of accuracy for the reference approach and proposed one.
These results of accuracy of the position solutions are
obtained using 1000 acquisitions for varying signal levels and
satellite geometries. Result values correspond to the position
solution achieved 95% of the time using 1 ms of data.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL LOAD BETWEEN THE SOME
ACQUISITION APPROACHES

Approach developed by
T. Pany [20]

Number of
multiplications
4909944

P. Axelrad [4]

3453301

A. Ben Omar [11]

174911

Proposed approach

339592
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TABLE IV.
GDOP
Good (2.4)

HORIZONTAL POSITIONING ERROR – 95% [METERS]
20 dB-Hz
Reference
Proposed
376.5
375.7

30 dB-Hz
Reference
Proposed
32.7
31.7

High (10.5)

301.8

300.9

115.1

114.3

Weak (18.5)

375.7

374.8

219.1

218.6

In spite of this inaccuracy of the solution, it is possible to
increase the integration time for collective detection in order to
reduce the positioning error. For example, for a high
configuration of four satellites (GDOP = 10.5), with 1 ms of
data, the horizontal position errors is 300.9 m for 95% of the
time, while we can have a position accuracy of 97.6 m if we use
10 ms of non-coherent integration for a very weak signal (20
dB-Hz).
V. CONCLUSION
Several studies have been conducted regarding the best
technique to properly estimate the Doppler frequency. SPL
delta-correction technique in the acquisition of GNSS signals
within the CD approach is proposed in this work. According to
the typical CD approach, test results of the proposed CD
algorithm show the sensitivity and complexity gain. It has been
demonstrated that the proposed algorithm effect of the deltacorrected approach on the improvement of the detection of
some satellites. The combination of the BPS acquisition
technique with the SPL method of Doppler frequency
estimation with delta correction allows having a better result in
terms of sensitivity and complexity for the CD approach. This
shows the originality of this proposal despite the existence of
method that offers better gain of complexity reduction but a
lower sensitivity.
The mean horizontal error is the same as using standard PCS
acquisition method within the Collective Detection approach by
varying different geometrical configurations of the satellites.
By using CD approach, the positioning errors obtained are
always on the order of tens of meters to few hundreds of meters
according to the geometric configuration. Additional benefit for
CD can be obtained by increasing the non-coherent integration
times that improved the position solution. In spite of this
improvement, this technique is not the best if we want to have
a good positioning accuracy but it is very interesting to detect
weak satellite signals in challenging environments.
Considering the trade-off complexity-sensitivity, it is
preferable to use the new CD algorithm in the case that most of
the available satellite signals are moderately weaker. The
simulation results show that the proposed CD algorithm is
capable of combining low complexity and high sensitivity. The
complexity reduction is also due to the reduction of the Doppler
search grid if the frequency estimate is sufficiently good.
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